Schlesinger predicts new age of liberalism coming

By DAN MURPHY
Staff Reporter

The United States will soon return to an era of public purpose and affirmative government, predicted historian Arthur Schlesinger, speaking at Washington Hall last night. Schlesinger foresees a "shar" change in the national mood," saying 1988 "will witness the burnout of the most recent conservatism."

"In my own judgment, Reaganism is finished, bankrupt, used up and over," said Schlesinger. "At last it is truly bedtime for Bonzo." Schlesinger bases his forecast on a perennial thirty-year national cycle between conservatism and liberalism. He said the private action of conservatism is giving way to the public purpose and affirmative government of liberalism.

"A few years from now, Reaganism will seem a weird and improbable memory," said Schlesinger. "When the smoke of the neo-conservative rhetoric drifts away, it will become obvious how little difference Reaganism has made."

The shift in the nation's political attitude is occurring because people are growing bored of selfish motives and are seeking some meaning in life beyond the fast back and themselves, he said. The "parade of scandals" during the Reagan administration is "good news," he said, because it "injures the popular public purpose and af~rmissive phase." "Evangelical morality and economic conservatism characteristic of the conservative swing are bad bedfellows," said Schlesinger. Morality wants to "put government back in the South for the votes that Arnold said, pointing out that other sources th at a candidate would need in order to win, said Arnold. But those who conceived of the regional primary failed to take into account the great organizational and financial resources that a candidate would need in order to win, said Arnold. As a result, candidates strong in finance and organization, such as Dukakis and George Bush, are expected to do well today.

The Republican Party stands to gain from today's southern primary, said Arnold. Their support in the South has grown recently, as conservative white voters have left the Democratic Party. Arnold said, "Super Tuesday is a great example of social scientists planning something and then watching their expectations not play out."
Gambia will become an emergency landing site for the space shuttle under an agreement signed Monday between the United States and the African nation. Under the agreement, NASA will locate specialized navigational aids at this tiny African nation's Banjul airport. The landing strip would be used if a space shuttle were to suffer a failure, though the cause of the shuttle to fall short of the speed needed to get into orbit.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets this evening at 7 in the multi-purpose room of the Center for Social Concerns. An FCA video will be shown. -The Observer

Holy Cross Associates Program applications are due March 25. See Mary Ann Boerner at the Center for Social Concerns or Jane Fita, BCA Office. Moreau Seminary, for more information. -The Observer

Dick Rosenthal, Notre Dame athletic director and former C.B.O. of St. Joe Bank, will speak on "Business Ethics, the Business Aspect of Athletics and a Marketable Curriculum." "For Arts and Students" tonight at 7:15 in Hayes-Healy. -The Observer

Auditions for "Bent" by Martin Sherman will be held at 7 tonight in the lab theatre of Washington Hall. No experience necessary. -The Observer

Meet your major continues today. English will be from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. in O'Shaughnessy. Theatre will be from 7 to 8 p.m. in 341 O'Shaughnessy, and anthropology will be from 8 to 9 p.m. in 210 O'Shaughnessy. -The Observer

Ex-F.B.I. agent John Ryan will give a lecture called "A Crisis in Conscience" as part of the Peacemaker Series of the Institute for International Peace Studies today in Room 121 of the Law School, he will discuss the circumstances surrounding his firing from the F.B.I. for refusing an order to investigate an antioxidant war. -The Observer

Herb True, a nationally renowned humorist, will be speaking on "The Biggest Kept Secret on Being Successful" in the Henbury Library lounge tonight at 7. -The Observer

ISO Presidential Elections will be held on April 7. Anyone interested in running must contact either Mariano at 272-6562 or Jozef at 283-3861. Applications are available at the Student Organization Office or at 239-7862. All International Students Organization members are encouraged to run. -The Observer

Dismas House application deadline has been extended to March 11. Applications are available at the Center for Social Concerns. If interested, contact Kathy Boyle at the Center or at 239-8682. -The Observer

Off-campus sophomores can pick up informative class newsletters at the Sophomore Class Office on the second floor of LaFortune Student Center this week during normal office hours. -The Observer

The Catholic Faith Series concludes tonight from 7 to 9 in Keenan-Stanford Chapel when Fr. Drew Christiansen speaks on "Morality," -The Observer

Jesse Jackson Mock Convention campaign will have an organizational meeting at 9 p.m. in 357 Cavanaugh Hall. All individuals interested in Jackson's national or Mock Convention campaign are invited. For more information call John Farley at 283-1351. -The Observer

Jim Carroll
Photo Editor

Opening Day at the Rockne Horror Show

Yes, folks - it's true and it's coming to a theater near you. Live and in full color, it's The Rockne Horror Stamp Show, featuring touching reminiscences of our glorious past and starring Ronald Reagan as the Gipper. What's this gala show? Well, after specially released previews, here's what the critics are saying:

"A truly remarkable performance. Football and politics, nostalgia and weepy sentimentality, history and Hollywood are all blended together into a telling account of one man's heroic quest to promote self-doubt and establish meaning and goodness in the world. Ronald Reagan as the Gipper is a protege of the all-American values immortalized in the make believe production." - Newspeak

"Clearly a must-see for the whole family. An unforgettable tale of devotion to God, Country and the mythical land called Notre Dame. A legendary figure magically condoned onto a thummbn sized square of paper is brought to life in a touching tribute to the leader whose values ought to inspire us all." - The Sarcastic

"Get out your plaid pants and green sweaters for this one. The Rockne Horror Stamp Show is the next best thing to heavenly hosts of angels singing the Fight Song with the Holy Ghost playing the drums." - The Alumni News

"Rituals of nose loopholes, squirt guns, toilet paper and pizza are all present in this year's The Rockne Horror Stamp Show a cult occurrence appreciated especially by off-campus sophomores of pigskin politics. Carefree college audiences will also enjoy the sparkly pageantry and an afternoon out of class.

"Well, Sebert, I think he (Beagan) manages to convince the audience for about five eights of the film. But after while a the jokes start wearing thin and possibly demand action instead of talk. The high idealism and comadry of the book are nichted through to real life politics, making "Rockne Horror" a fairy tale that ultimately does not convince serious viewers. The plot is pretty good but tends toward the overworked cliches of Notre Dame tradition.

"Yes, Haskell, I agree for the most part the plot running out of steam and becoming too involved with the incidents of crime and wrongdoings, but you have to give the man credit for just coming out. After all, there is but one true Gipper around, and he is it. "Rockne Horror" picks you up when you're down and makes you smile. I say thumbs-up for this show. It's entertaining, and you certainly get your money's worth." - Hodger Sebert

Meanwhile, outside the theater, a small group of protesters is gathering to demonstrate free for this historic event, but not everyone seems too concerned:

"We'd like to see the show, but we're really too busy trying to solve some serious problems that keep our future in doubt and a Steptoe, a student from local movement, is over tired of keeping peace.

"Yes," says another member of the group, I say we are more than likely of our trouble and we have no choice but to follow伊利家庭. If you press on this group, we are a bad that many of our friends wouldn't be able to read the subtitles anyway!

A third member of the group adds the following: "We'd rather see the growing, infant mortality rate stamp out instead of more tradi­tion stamp in.

"Shame on you," chirps an onlooker from the general audience. "How dare you protest in public like that! Someone might hear you and then think bad thoughts about Notre Dame. Don't you know that the proper time to discuss such matters is when you are alone and no one can hear you?"

More Information:

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

August 1987. Dr. Alcock received his training at the University of London and had been a Professor of Materials Science and Engineering at the University of Toronto and joining Notre Dame. As a professor of high energy physics, he was among the most influential in determining the future of high energy physics. His expertise in nuclear physics has led to the first generation of high performance microprocessors. The research project will be performed at Notre Dame, on compensation, conducted to the development of a new material in an advanced form of data storage. Certain be a wise in research and development efforts and improving the economy of electricity generation. New materials can replace old materials, and there is a critical involves a large volume of development, such as computers. Other efforts to be extended to these materials for future power generation, improving moving contacts in carry energy. For more information:

Dr. R. C. Alcock, Freeman Chair Professor in Engineering, joined the Materials Science and Engineering faculty in August 1987.
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Supreme Court to decide on law against adult bookshops

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court said Monday it will decide whether states may use anti-racketeering laws to close down adult bookstores accused of selling obscene materials.

The court said it will review free-speech challenges to Indiana's Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations law, patterned after the much-used federal RICO act.

Under it, law enforcement officials are authorized to seize any property used in a racketeering enterprise.

The justices were told that "a growing number of states are adopting similar RICO laws, and there is a conflict among the states as to their constitutionality."

In other action, the court:
• Ruled that companies have a heavy burden of proof when defending themselves against investor lawsuits alleging the companies withheld information about merger discussions.
• Agreed to use a case from Canton, Ohio, to try again to decide whether cities may be sued successfully by citizens who say their rights were violated by inadequately trained city employees.
• Set the stage for an important sex-discrimination decision by agreeing to study a District of Columbia case in which "unconscious stereotyping" allegedly played a key role in denying a woman a partnership in her accounting firm.
• Refused to free three churches from having to comply with state financial disclosure laws when waging public referendums campaigns as it rejected an appeal by 13 churches in Jackson County, Tenn.
• Ruled that financially troubled farmers may not avoid foreclosure under federal bankruptcy law by promising to pay back debts by using their labor and expertise while continuing to operate their farms.

In the adult bookstore case, the Indiana law was invoked in 1984 against three Fort Wayne bookstores selling sexually explicit materials, each accused of at least two violations of the state's obscenity laws.

Law enforcement officials padlocked the stores and seized all inventory.

Similar legal action was taken against three bookstores in Indianapolis and two bookstores in Howard County.

An Indiana appeals court ruled in 1985 that applying the state RICO law to those whose only offenses are alleged obscenity law violations impermissibly hinders constitutionally protected freedom of speech.

Sex experts: little basis for claim on AIDS

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Sex experts Dr. William Masters and Virginia Johnson said Monday they could not provide scientific evidence to support their widely publicized claim that AIDS is "running rampant" among heterosexuals.

When Masters was asked at a contentious news conference how he could justify such a claim, he said, "I simply believe this." Johnson, asked the same question, said "I'm not sure we chose the word 'rampant' ourselves."

On page seven of their new book, they write: "The AIDS virus is now running rampant in the heterosexual community."

The book, "Crisis: Heterosexual Behavior in the Age of AIDS," was made available to reporters Monday morning. The first reports of its contents appeared in connection with an excerpt from the book published in this week's Newsweek magazine.

"We don't see an explosion into the heterosexual community," said Dr. Peter Fischinger, AIDS coordinator for the Public Health Service. "This does not mean we can be complacent about it." He noted that nationwide screening of blood donors has found that only about one in 40,000 has the potential of being infected with the AIDS virus.

"The Public Health Service has been working very hard to try to get the best sense of prevalence of HIV infection in the United States," Fischinger said. HIV, or human immunodeficiency virus, is the virus that causes AIDS.

Dr. Stephen Joseph, New York City's health commissioner, said of the Masters and Johnson study, "All in all, I think it's greatly overblown." He criticized them for not submitting their data to a scientific journal where it could be reviewed in detail by other researchers, and he said their data did not support the sweeping claims they made.

Picking and grinning

On the verge of Super Tuesday, Pat Robertson beams as he shakes hands with supporters in South Carolina. Robertson has said he must win this state if he is to remain a contender.

You Want Fully-Loaded?

The Zenith Data Systems Z-159 Enhanced PC

Dual Floppy Drive
suggested retail price: $1599

Single Floppy with
Hard Disk
suggested retail price: $2199

Dual Floppy Drive
special student price: $949

Single Floppy with
Hard Disk
special student price: $1249

The Zenith Data Systems Z-159 Enhanced PC is IBM PC®-compatible and faster than the IBM PC/XT®. It's everything you'd expect in a powerful, flexible, expandable PC. And we're throwing in a few extras...

Now, the Z-159 Enhanced PC can be yours at a great student price when you visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems Campus Contact. We'll give you a full demonstration, and match you up with the right software and peripherals. To give you a computer that can take you from college to career!

So stop by today. And see the Z-159 Enhanced PC for yourself. See you soon!
Revision

continued from page 1

who added that Hering had not asked for the service commission-er position, but that it had been offered to him.

“I know he’s sorry, and I know he realizes that he made a mistake,” said Janel Blount, SUB manager. “I think he would be one of the least likely people on campus to do something like that again,” Blount said.

The senate also discussed proposals for revising the student government constitution. The proposed revisions would simply the constitution, as a whole, rather than being a conglomerate of incongruous alterations, according to Brian Holst, student senator, who introduced the proposal.

“The entire purpose is to make the document less ambiguous,” Holst said, adding that most changes are merely “cosmetic.”

The proposed exclusion of the judicial coordinator and student body treasurer as voters in the senate, however, drew some debate.

Holst justified this exclusion because of the “non-elected nature of the positions,” saying this did not down grade their importance.

Judicial coordinator Brendan Judge disagreed with Holst. “The Judicial Council fosters an awareness of student rights . . . . I think that’s a voice that shouldn’t be stifled,” he said, adding that the council represents the campuswide constituency.

But Holst argued, “The Judicial Council can function in its capacity without being a member of the Student Senate.”

He added that the same was true of the student body treasurer, whose sole purpose is the maintenance of the $60,000 student government budget and not policy making.

Senior Class President Diane Fitzgibbon criticized this. “I think the treasurer is more than a bookkeeper,” she said.

“The issue is that the student body treasurer is strictly an appointed position,” said Pat Cooke, student body president. “I’m not saying that the student body treasurer has no opinions, but, in terms of voting privileges on senate, it gets a little more hairy,” Cooke said.

The proposed revisions will be voted on next week.

In other business, the senate approved Dan Walsh, junior, as next year’s business board manager. Walsh has served on Adworks for two years.

Spring walk

On a sidewalk whose cracks extend as neatly, geometrically into the distance as a computer graphic, two students leave O’Shaughnessy Hall yesterday afternoon. As spring returns, the snow has melted to reveal an entirely new campus.
Iran, Iraq escalate missile, bomb war

Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus - Iraq and Iran unleashed a new round of missile attacks on each other's most heavily populated cities Monday and sent warplanes on bombing sorties against provincial towns in a lethal duel that has killed hundreds of civilians.

The official Iraqi News Agency said Iraq fired three missiles into Iran's capital, Tehran, a city of 6 million. Iran's state-run Islamic Republic News Agency said Revolutionary Guards fired four missiles into "military centers" in Iraq's capital, Baghdad, in retaliation for "these inhuman acts" and shot a missile at the northern city of Mosul for the first time.

Both sides reported that their border towns were pounded by sustained artillery fire and air raids, killing scores of people. Iraqi leaders claimed Iran was preparing to launch a ground offensive along the front.

It was the eighth straight day of missile exchanges between the Persian Gulf rivals.

Iraq confirmed that two missiles crashed into residential sections of Baghdad, a city of 5 million, killing or wounding "many civilians, including women and children." It made no reference to the reported missile strike on Mosul.

IRNA said 30 civilians were killed and more than 100 people, mainly women and children, were wounded in the recent Iraqi missile attacks on residential areas of Tehran. It reported the first missile demolished a clinic, a school and several houses.

The reports were monitored in Nicosia. Iran says it has fired 41 projectiles into the Iranian capital since the strikes began Feb. 29. The Iranians have reported firing 22 missiles on Baghdad in that period, but the Iraqis only have acknowledged 18 hits.

In Baghdad, Iraqi Labor Minister Bakr Mahmoud Rassoul said Iran ignited the "war of the cities to pave the way for its new (ground) offensive."

Iraqi Vice President Taha Muhieddin Maarouf, also addressing the gathering Monday in Baghdad of Arab labor ministers, vowed Iraqi forces would "deal devastating blows" to the attackers.

The missile exchange is the fiercest since the gulf war began in September 1980, and the first time that Tehran, 290 miles from the Iraqi border, has been hit by missiles.

It is believed to be the first time that two warring nations blasted each other's capitals with salvos of long-range surface-to-surface missiles.

Israelis storm bus, six die

Associated Press

DIMUNA, Israel - Three Palestinian guerrillas seized a commuter bus Monday and held a group of nuclear plant workers hostage, killing three Israeli civilians and wounding nine others before being shot to death by police, officials said.

Army officials said the guerrillas infiltrated from Egypt and held 10 women and one man hostage for about three hours. The bus was seized as it shuttled workers of the top-secret Dimona nuclear plant.

In the occupied territories, at least 12 Arabs were shot Monday during clashes with Israeli troops, and the army said Palestinian protesters hurled a grenade at troops, wounding one soldier slightly in the West Bank village of Idna.

Also, more than 30 Arab tax collectors in the Gaza Strip submitted mass resignations after underground leaflets called for Fatah's military administration. An army official says the resignations are not final.

Israeli analysts said escalating violence could harden the position of Shamir and the right-wing Likud Bloc, which has not accepted the peace initiatives of U.S. Secretary of State George Shultz.

Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin told Israel's Knesset, or parliament, that Monday's bus victims "were killed for nothing else but for their being Jewish, residents of Israel."

In an anonymous telephone call to a Western news agency, a man claimed responsibility for the hijacking in the name of Force 17, a Palestinian commando group linked to Yasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organization.
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A Short Presentation followed by a Questions & Answer Session
Court rules on case of boy who suffocated in dishwasher

Associated Press

GREEN BAY, Wis. - The death of a 12-year-old boy whose nude body was found in his family’s portable dishwasher has been ruled accidental, authorities said Monday.

Brown County Coroner Genie Williams has not officially ruled on a cause of death, but Cmdr. David Zasada said initial indications are that Michael Conard “very probably died of a lack of oxygen prior to the hot water” beginning to circulate in the machine a week ago.

The boy, who was 4-foot-10 and weighed about 90 pounds, apparently used the soap dispenser inside the door to pull the door shut, Zasada said. There is no release mechanism inside the machine, he said.

The boy took off his clothes and watch before climbing in the machine, apparently to see how it worked, Zasada said.

Suicide was ruled out because there was no note and friends, family and teachers indicated the boy was well-adjusted and happy, Zasada said.

WOMEN IN PROFESSIONS

A PANEL DISCUSSION

Tuesday, March 8th
8:00 P.M.
Washington Hall

An opportunity to discuss issues concerning women in the professional arena.

Panel Speakers:

Mary Kay Case
Lending Officer
1st Source Bank

Lois Kress
Dir. of Personnel
Coopers & Lybrand

Jenne Swartz
St. Joseph County Judge

Dr. Cathy Long
Emergency Staff Physician
St. Joseph Hospital
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Official: Mecham ordered cover-up

Associated Press

PHOENIX - Arizona’s top police official testified at Gov. Evan Mecham’s impeachment trial Monday that he realized almost immediately Mecham had committed a crime in ordering the official not to cooperate in an investigation of an alleged death threat.

“I was in shock over what he was saying, taken aback, speechless,” said Col. Ralph Milstead, director of the State Department of Public Safety.

Milstead quoted Mecham as telling him, “I don’t want you to help the attorney general hang me. Don’t tell him anything.”

Milstead said he had phoned the governor Nov. 15 to discuss a report that Lee Watkins, then a Mecham administration official, had threatened to send a former Mecham aide on “a long boat ride” if she didn’t stop testifying before a grand jury investigating Mecham campaign finances.

Watkins has denied threatening the aide, Donna Carlson. And Milstead has said he cooperated with the attorney general’s office.

Milstead, whose testimony is crucial to the obstruction of justice charge against the governor, blurted out his statement regarding a crime during cross-examination by Mecham’s attorney, Fred Craft.

Craft asked why Milstead, in his report on the incident, quoted the governor’s words but not Milstead’s own part of the conversation.

“Because I’m not committing a crime,” said Milstead. “I’m not obstructing justice.”

“When did you conclude that the governor’s words constituted a crime?” asked Craft.

“As I’m hearing them and reflecting on them,” said Milstead, adding it took him “about two seconds” after hanging up the phone.

Craft asked Milstead why he did not write down his conclusion that a crime had been committed.

“I didn’t think it was necessary,” said Milstead. “Anyone with a legal background could read it and see this was an obstruction of an investigation.”

Milstead, the trial’s seventh witness, took the stand at the start of the second week of testimony. Mecham, the first U.S. governor to face an impeachment trial in six decades, has not attended the proceedings yet.

Mecham, 63, a first-term republican, is accused in the impeachment proceedings of obstructing the attorney general’s investigation of the alleged death threat through his orders to Milstead.

Mecham, in testimony before a House impeachment committee in January, acknowledged that he may have told Milstead not to cooperate with the investigation.
Ken Wahl plays Vinnie (left), an undercover cop assigned to the Federal Crime Bureau to apprehend criminals.

Courtesy of CBS
Students can effect change in policy

Tuesday, March 8, 1988

I knew I was getting the short end of the administrative stick. My grade point average was lower than I thought it should be, but certainly not because of the effort and ability I exhibited in my classes, but rather it was my privilege to handle the grading system. So Student Body President Pugh Cooke added this to the list of Senate priorities for the 1987-88 session. The Senate approved the Grandegrading system. So Student Body President Rigano and Steve Viz and Academics don't think it was simply because of Senate priorities for the 1987-88 session. But rather it was simply because of Senate priorities for the 1987-88 session. But rather it was simply because of Senate priorities for the 1987-88 session.

Dave Kinkopf

Guest column

Lucky, some of the members of the Senate decided that they wanted to push for an improvement in the grading system. So Student Body President Pugh Cooke signed a list of Senate priorities for the 1987-88 session. The Senate voted for the Senate priorities in the Senate, including Mike Car-

First of all I saw genuine concern on campus, through letters, is encouraged. The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303. Students can effect change in policy, in a way it is, and it goes worse. I really think the approval of the change in the grading system to an ex could not have come about more quickly no matter what the Senate did.

The Senate also acted in conjunction with the Academic Senate, the Academic Senate, and other organizations. The Senate voted on the Senate's support for the change in the grading system, and student opinion is taken seriously at all levels of the University. I have been intrigued to be on a Malloy's task forces, to be on a committee with other people, to put forward ideas to the Provost Advisory Committee, and to have recommended policies to the Senate. I know other students involved in other task forces, and I have not been at this University what we think.

The Senate also acted in conjunction with the Academic Senate, the Academic Senate, and other organizations. The Senate voted on the Senate's support for the change in the grading system, and student opinion is taken seriously at all levels of the University. I have been intrigued to be on a Malloy's task forces, to be on a committee with other people, to put forward ideas to the Provost Advisory Committee, and to have recommended policies to the Senate. I know other students involved in other task forces, and I have not been at this University what we think.

Viewpoint would likely occasionally highlight a number of faculty members, students and readers. So if you or someone you know says something stimulating, brilliantly funny or clearly controversial, sent the quote to Viewpoint, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN. 46556.
Medals don't mean everything

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to Jim Winkler's March 3 editorial regarding the U.S. Olympic athletes. First, Mr. Winkler grossly understates the accomplishment of these men and women. I don't believe Bonnie Blair's skating triumphs are any less meaningful than Dan Jansen's brave attempt in the face of tragedy. How about Eric Flaim's fencing to mention another? These athletes held for only six minutes and earned him a bronze medal? I suppose you think that if they aren't "real" medals, you could ignore the number of top ten performances. But I will argue that if you think they are not third or better they might as well be last. A second point is, of course, that if you are going to award anything you must first define what "real" means. You could consider the number of top ten performances, but of course you might question that if they are not third or better they might as well be last. Of course, I do not believe that "real" medals, handfuls of gold, silver, and bronze are the only things that count. Your letter makes it sound like the athletes who only count medals are pitiful. I would like to see the athletes who only count medals. The University of Notre Dame can expect a long time to come to see Notre Dame as a center of excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy. The University of Notre Dame has a long time to come to see itself as a center of excellence even in the Olympic arena. The University of Notre Dame can expect considerable recognition in the years to come for its excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy. The University of Notre Dame can expect considerable recognition in the years to come for its excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

Doonesbury

---

P.O. Box Q

---

Pax Christi shuns reality

Dear Editor,

I am proud to support the policies of President Ronald Reagan and I do so with a clear conscience. I respect the viewpoint of Pax Christi - Notre Dame, but their objections to my policies are without basis in facts.

The objections contain many problems that we may fail to hold substance. First, the "largest peacetime military buildup" is absolutely necessary to maintain peace and to protect our rights and the rights of our allies in the world today.

Also, there is no such-called "brutal U.S. aggression" against the Nicaraguans, in fact many of the Contras, whom we supply, are the poor who are forced to fight for their basic rights including freedom for freedom. Please, where Notre Dame is proof that we are not an "I centered" society. There was nothing wrong with the Iran Contra affair other than the fact that it became public before it could produce its goals, which were the release of our hostages and the legal private funding of the Contra "freedom fighters."

Pax Christi-Notre Dame hides behind their "consistency" and are "morally obliged" without any basis in fact for their objections. On March 9, I will go to see President Reagan speak with a perfectly clear conscience.

John Rees
Carroll Hall
March 2, 1988

---

Pax Christi protest planned

Dear Editor,

In response to our faith in Christ and in humankind, we must apply our humble efforts to create a more humane world. These words of the 1980 Nobel Peace Prize winner, Dr. Jose Maria Esquivel, embrace the spirit of Pax Christi's upcoming demonstration in response to President Reagan's visit to campus. We are convinced that the Reagan administration has not sought to create a more humane world. We feel called to act upon this conviction and have organized a nonviolent demonstration outside of Gate 3 of the Joyce ACC at 11 a.m. on Wednesday. Prior to the demonstration, on Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in Lyons Chapel, we will spend time in prayer and reflection with all who plan to demonstrate the following day. We invite you to join us in our humble efforts to create a more just and peaceful world.

Suzanne Moser
Pax Christi-Notre Dame
March 6, 1988

---

Pettifer rebuttal criticized

Dear Editor,

In responding to graduate student Thomas' article in Common Sense for publishing articles critical of illiberal trends in the Roman Catholic Church, I discussed Mr. Pettifer's connection to the Opus Dei organization. This was done with some deliberation. I referred to a current controversy over entrance into Opus Dei. However, I am proud to support the policies of President Ronald Reagan and I do so with a clear conscience. I respect the viewpoint of Pax Christi - Notre Dame, but their objections to my policies are without basis in facts. The objections contain many problems that we may fail to hold substance. First, the "largest peacetime military buildup" is absolutely necessary to maintain peace and to protect our rights and the rights of our allies in the world today.

Also, there is no such-called "brutal U.S. aggression" against the Nicaraguans, in fact many of the Contras, whom we supply, are the poor who are forced to fight for their basic rights including freedom. Please, where Notre Dame is proof that we are not an "I centered" society. There was nothing wrong with the Iran Contra affair other than the fact that it became public before it could produce its goals, which were the release of our hostages and the legal private funding of the Contra "freedom fighters."

Pax Christi-Notre Dame hides behind their "consistency" and are "morally obliged" without any basis in fact for their objections. On March 9, I will go to see President Reagan speak with a perfectly clear conscience.

John Rees
Carroll Hall
March 2, 1988

---

Quote of the Day

"Too many people miss the silver lining because they're expecting gold." - Maurice Settler

---

Petrovich's March 3 editorial regarding the U.S. Olympic athletes. First, Mr. Winkler grossly understates the accomplishment of these men and women. I don't believe Bonnie Blair's skating triumphs are any less meaningful than Dan Jansen's brave attempt in the face of tragedy. How about Eric Flaim's fencing to mention another? These athletes held for only six minutes and earned him a bronze medal? I suppose you think that if they aren't "real" medals, you could ignore the number of top ten performances. But I will argue that if you think they are not third or better they might as well be last. A second point is, of course, that if you are going to award anything you must first define what "real" means. You could consider the number of top ten performances, but of course you might question that if they are not third or better they might as well be last. Of course, I do not believe that "real" medals, handfuls of gold, silver, and bronze are the only things that count. Your letter makes it sound like the athletes who only count medals are pitiful. I would like to see the athletes who only count medals. The University of Notre Dame can expect a long time to come to see Notre Dame as a center of excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy. The University of Notre Dame has a long time to come to see itself as a center of excellence even in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy. The University of Notre Dame can expect considerable recognition in the years to come for its excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy. The University of Notre Dame can expect considerable recognition in the years to come for its excellence in the Olympic arena. I am trying to make an analogy.
Sullivan awarded to Abbott
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - Pitcher Jim Abbott, who was born with a congenital amputation of his left arm, was named Monday as the 56th winner of the Sullivan Award as the nation's top amateur athlete.

Abbott, 20, of Flint, Mich., plays for the University of Michigan and is a team member of the U.S. Paralympic Games.

As a sophomore at Michigan last year, he started 15 games and finished the season with a 11-1 record. He was also named the 1987 winner of the Golden Spike Award as the country's outstanding amateur baseball player playing in the U.S. baseball Federation.

Sports Briefs

Pasquerella West defeated Bree-Ellis Phillips last night (37:29) in the women's Interhall basketball championship. Details will appear in tomorrow's Observer.

Grace and Off-Campus were the winners in the Interhall hockey semi-final last night. Grace beat Cavanaugh 3-1 and OC topped Alumnae. The teams will play tonight at 10:30 for the championship.

Triva Night returns to "Speaking of Sports" tonight on WPOM. Any Interhall sports staff will take calls at 239-6400 from 10:11 p.m.

Aerobic instructor applications are now available at the Athletic Center. Non-Varsity Athletes for 1988-89 positions. Interested students should submit their applications to the College Union on or after April 1.

FOR RENT

KENT GOOD HPT FRNT. Long term, $650/month, NO LAUNDRY. Could be a 3rd bedroom with a full size bed & desk. (Downstairs.) May be interested in a 4th or 5th roommate. (Upstairs.)

KENT NEED DELIVERY TRUCK, FUEL & GAS. May be interested in a 4th or 5th roommate. (Upstairs.)

WANTED

HELP ME GET HELP!!!

I need help with a yard sale. I'm in the process of moving and need to get rid of some things. I'm not really sure what I have, but I'm willing to sell it at a reasonable price. Please call 271-0844.

LOST/FOUND

If you find a gold bracelet with gold letters and trim, if you find it on the floor or table I would also greatly appreciate it. Call Matt 4506.

LOST: Men's gold chain JPW Weekend. It would be greatly appreciated if you found it. Call Matt 4506.

WE HAD HER AT BIRTH, SHE WASN'T OUr child. WE HAD HER AT BIRTH, SHE WASN'T OUr child. WE HAD HER AT BIRTH, SHE WASN'T OUr child. WE HAD HER AT BIRTH, SHE WASN'T OUr child.

IF YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT IT CALL 237-0660.

LATE FORgentration for Women's Bookstore/Bookstore

Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday in The Observer offices on the third floor of LaFortune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. The Observer
Young tennis team falls to tough Big Ten foes

By FRANK PASTOR
Sports Writer

There is no substitute for experience. Unfortunately for the young Notre Dame women's tennis team, this adage is becoming more convincing every day.

After dropping both of their matches this past weekend, 2-7 to Ohio State, and 4-5 to Michigan, the Irish netters (5-8) continue to struggle in previously untested waters.

Four matches in to what amounts to a ten-match road spin, the Irish are beginning to show the effects of a lack of upperclassmen. The freshman-and sophomore-dominated team, although rich in talent and strong at heart, lacks the experience common to many of its NCAA Division I competitors. Nonetheless, Irish coach Michelle Gelfman believes that the team's demanding schedule will prove beneficial in the long run.

"We have found that we are a team and that we can pull together as a team," said Gelfman. "We are very young, and this will prove very important on down the road."

Against Ohio State (4-3), the Irish grabbed two singles matches but were shut out in doubles competition. At the number one singles position, CoCo Cahill defeated the Buckeyes' Lisa McFarlan 6-1, 6-0, and Michelle Dasso beat Yvonne Lohrer 6-2, 6-2.

At number one singles, Cahill edged Tina Basile 6-7, 6-4, 1-6, 6-4. Kim Pacella trounced Leslie Mackey 6-4, 6-0 at number four singles, and Natalie Illig defeated Kristen Ashare 5-7, 6-1 in the number five position.

In doubles competition, Cahill and Dasso combined to beat Michigan's Stacy Berg and Basile 6-1, 6-4. Regardless of the outcome, Gelfman was pleased with the team's performance.

"We played our hearts out," said the Irish coach. "We were simply beaten by a team which happened to be better than us on that given day."

The Irish progressively improved as the weekend wore on, and the outcome of the Michigan match remained undecided until the final match of the day. Notre Dame managed to take three singles victories in addition to the number one doubles match against the Wolverines (7-3).

The 17-11 Kings have the fourth worst record in the NBA, ahead of only the Golden State Warriors, the New Jersey Nets, and the Los Angeles Clippers, and tied with the Phoenix Suns.

Sacramento Kings relieve Russell of coaching duties

Associated Press
SACRAMENTO, Calif. Bill Russell was relieved of his coaching duties with the Sacramento Kings Monday and replaced by assistant coach Jerry Reynolds, a move aimed at "changing the direction of this club," the team's ownership announced.

Russell, 54, who has a seven-year contract with the team, was transferred to the Kings' front office, where he will serve as vice president in charge of basketball operations, said Gregg Lukkenhill, general managing partner and part owner of the club.

The action was part of a shakeup of the team's top management, which also resulted in a reduced title for the man who owned the club.

"We took when I came here (as coach)," said Bill, "... I think I made a mistake when I came here (as coach)."

The 17-11 Kings have the fourth worst record in the NBA, ahead of only the Golden State Warriors, the New Jersey Nets, and the Los Angeles Clippers, and tied with the Phoenix Suns.

"Every time we lost a game, it was a real hard kick in the stomach," Reynolds said as vice president in charge of basketball operations, said Gregg Lukenbill, general managing partner and part owner of the club.

"I thought we were capable of playing better than that," Cowhey head coach Dick Dangford said, "but Notre Dame really beat us. We're only partially responsible for the way we played. We're not a good defensive team or rebounding team, and Notre Dame really put the defensive pressure on us. I'm pleased that Rivers didn't kill us, but the other two guys destroyed us."
HELP US MAKE A GOOD THING BETTER
Applications are available for all STUDENT GOVERNMENT CABINET POSITIONS:

- Student Life:
  - Executive Coordinator
  - Student Services
  - Campus Improvements
  - Athletics
  - Food & Health
  - Housing & Security
  - SUB Liaison
  - Hall Pres./Hall Council Liaison
  - Judicial/Legal Liaison

- Political, Social, & Cultural Concerns:
  - Executive Coordinator
  - Political Awareness Com.
  - Social Concerns Com.
  - Cultural Events Com.
  - Minority Concerns Com.
  - Women's Concerns Com.
  - Intellectual Life Com.
  - Liturgical Commissioner

- Academics:
  - Executive Coordinator
  - Academic Commissioner
  - Student Faculty Relations
  - Student Faculty Senate Rep.

- Special Projects:
  - Executive Coordinator
  - Freshmen Orientation
  - Board of Trustees
  - Business Consultant

- Applications are available in the Student Government offices.
- Applications are due Wednesday, March 23rd, by 5 p.m.
- Interviews will be held March 26th-27th, in the Student Government offices. You will be contacted regarding the time of your interview.
- All students welcome.
Top teams hang on as NCAA tournament approaches

Associated Press

For the fifth consecutive week, Temple remained atop the Associated Press college basketball poll Monday, while Purdue, Arizona and Oklahoma held on to the No. 2 and 3 spots for the same reason. Arizona, 28-2, clinched the regular-season title in the conference as early as a week ago and the Sooners had 1,019 points. Syracuse in the Carrier Dome by Kentucky, the top seed of the conference tournament. Pittsburgh, 22-5, received 924 points after beating then-No. 12 Syracuse in the Carrier Dome for its first conference title. The Panthers had lost their previous game to Seton Hall and needed the victory for the No. 1 seed in the conference tournament. Oklahoma, 27-3, had already won the Big Eight regular-season title before losing to Missouri 89-90 in overtime last week and the Sooners should be in the same spot as Arizona as far as a bid is concerned.

Temple received 42 first-place votes and 1,222 points from the nationwide panel of sportswriters and broadcasters, while Purdue had 39 first-and second-place votes and 1,206 points. Arizona was the only other team to receive first-place votes as the Wildcats got four and 1,148 points, while the Sooners had 1,019 points. Pittsburgh, the Big East regular-season champion, jumped from seventh to fifth, the same improvement made by Kentucky, the top seed of the Southeastern Conference tournament. Pittsburgh, 22-5, received 924 points after beating then-No. 12 Syracuse in the Carrier Dome for its first conference title. The Panthers had lost their previous game to Seton Hall and needed the victory for the No. 1 seed in the conference tournament. Kentucky beat Georgia and Mississippi last week to improve its record to 22-5 and received 866 points, 64 more than Nevada Las Vegas which had been No. 5.

The Runnin' Rebels, 26-4, last had the No. 1 seed in the season last week when they fell to Long Beach State 79-77.

Fencers

continued from page 16

"They will probably be the number-two seed in the Midwest region, and possibly in the U.S."

Wayne State will most likely be the top seed, while other stiff competition can undoubtedly be expected from teams from Penn and possibly Columbia, Temple and Penn State. The biggest surprise for the men was definitely the performance of freshman Phil Leary in the foil weapon. Leary was only a touch away from defeating eventual first-place finisher Kiel of Wayne State before settling for second with an 11-3 record. Also qualifying as expected was senior captain Yehuda Kovacs who, despite his 12-2 mark, placed third after falling to teammate Leary in his first bout. Kovacs and Leary will constitute a solid foil team for the Irish at Princeton. Though the epee and sabre weapons only offered four spots a piece to fencers at the Midwest Regionals, once again, the Irish men provided a strong performance. The lone sabre competitor for the Irish this weekend was sophomore Danny Yu. Despite the pressure to place a second sabreman into the NCAA Championships with Nowostelski, Yu established his right one out of the spots in finishing second with a 10-4 tally. The epee weapon was a soft spot which Coach DeCicco had earlier expressed concern over. However, the Irish had Todd Grieffe and Ted Fay quickly stilled these worries as well as the competition in finishing in a strong third and fourth, respectively. In doing so, both Fay (8-6) and Fay (8-5) picked up tickets to the NCAAs.

"The reason corporate executives give millions of dollars to sports, says, a politically engaged arts organization is that they get sublime pleasure from hearing a person who enjoys two hundred sexual partners a year tell them how greedy they are."
The Observer / David Fischer

The 1988 indoor track season came to a close over the weekend with the IC4A Championships. Joe Plane's Irish team fared well at the meet, highlighted by the third-place finish by the distance medley relay team. Mike Sullivan has the story below.

Indoor track finishes with IC4A's

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

Eleven Irish athletes representing the men's track team traveled to Princeton University to compete in the IC4A Championships this past weekend.

The meet, which consisted of 121 teams, marked the end of the indoor season for the Irish, yet the season did not end without several of the Irish turning in fine performances.

Junior Ron Markelich ran strong in the 3000 meter race, placing fourth with a time of 14:20. The distance medley relay team, consisting of sophomore Mike Rogan, freshman Robert Harris, sophomore Mike O'Connor and senior co-captain Dan Garrett, ended the season where it has been most of the year — near the top. The Irish team placed third in the meet, running a time of 9:57. Harris did a "very good job" in his leg of the relay, the 400 meters, according to Irish head coach Joe Piane. Harris was clocked at 48.9. The meet, as expected, was very tight at the top. Georgetown placed first, followed closely by George Mason and Penn State. Roughly twenty points separated the three teams, as the official results of the meet have yet to be published. The Irish finished "within the top fifteen," according to Piane. "Considering that there were 121 schools, our finish was very credible."

Among the other athletes performing well for the Irish were freshmen jumpers Jeff Smith and John Cole. Both reached the finals of their respective events — Smith in the long jump and Cole in the high jump. Smith placed eighth with a leap of 20 feet 5 inches. Cole's jump measured 6 feet 9 1/2 inches. Sophomore Glenn Watson also reached the finals of his event, the 55 meter high hurdles, with a time of 7.69. The future of the track team looks bright: all eleven of this year's IC4A participants will be back next year. Right now, though, Piane is gearing his team for the upcoming outdoor season, which begins with the Notre Dame Invitational on March 26.

The schedule for Notre Dame in Texas includes doubleheaders with Schreiner College and Texas Lutheran, two separate games with St. Mary's and single games with St. Edward's, Incarnate Word and Ivy League school Cornell.

"They're not household names as far as universities, but they're good programs that play good baseball," said Murphy. "I think we're ready to play. We'll be away, and that will mean three weeks in a row of traveling. But that's not an excuse. These kids don't want to make excuses, they want to play to win."

Texas Lutheran, an NAIA school, is coming off a 23-17-1 season last year. St. Mary's participated in last year's NAIA playoffs with a 36-12 record. Cornell posted a 17-27 record last season.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Deadly
2. Major or Minor
3. 10 — smashing
4. Snap plant
5. Baseball team
6. Baseball team
7. Reader’s card
8. Half feature
9. Stone & Iron
10. Become clogged
11. Gather
12. Makes more
13. Sloppy
14. Soap plant
15. East
16. Hair feature
17. Reader’s card
18. Hair feature
19. Raised
20. Hold
21. Cans
22. Underwear
23. Ravioli e.g.
24. Holds
25. Heartbeat
26. Airplane
27. In a likely manner
28. Women and the Theology of Liberation, by Ana Maria Bidegain, Center for Information Studies, Duke University, Room 131 Decio.
29. Of great range
30. Bible
31. Gets wiser
32. Conservatives
33. Pedestal figure
34. Understand
35. St. — fire
36. Biblia
37. Position
38. Pretty
39. Fleuret
40. Drive
41. Hit hard
42. Maneuvers
43. Economicize
44. Chewed
45. Stiffened
46. Dulcimer
47. Lampreys
48. Gras
49. Salad plant
50. Begged like
51. Fried like
52. Arises
53. Tried for
54. Biblical verb
55. Cupid
56. Films’ Burstyn
57. Flat hill
58. Lone
59. Sort
60. Quaker
61. Maxwell or Wilhelm’s Agts.
62. Definitions
63. Flat hill
64. Stupid one
65. Unyielded
66. Disparagement
67. Burden
68. Films’ Burstin
69. Sort
70. Agts.
71. Wilhelm’s exile town
72. Some doctors
73. Guinness
74. Gets wiser
75. Ready or Tatum
76. Sloppy
77. Cans
78. Ravioli e.g.
79. Maneuver
80. Wisdom
81. Starting
82. Certain paint
83. Not
84. Literary collection
85. Makes more sense
86. Ryan or Tatum
87. East
88. East
89. East
90. East
91. East
92. East
93. East
94. East
95. East
96. East
97. East
98. East
99. East
100. East

DOWN
1. A Domino
2. Amo.
3. Some doctors
4. Guinness
5. Get wiser
6. Consolatives
7. Frames
8. Pretty
9. Fleurist
10. Hill hard
11. 55 Cupid
12. 57 Mallet game
13. 58 Lone
14. 58 Addict
15. 60 Quaker
16. 62 Excit

17. Some doctors
18. Guinness
19. Get wiser
20. Consolatives
21. Frames
22. Pretty
23. Fleurist
24. Hill hard
25. 55 Cupid
26. 57 Mallet game
27. 58 Lone
28. 58 Addict
29. 60 Quaker
30. 62 Excit
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Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
Italian Beef Sandwich
Beef Fried Rice
Roasted Turkey
Baked Noodle Casserole

Saint Mary’s
Roast Beef w/ au jus
Shrimp Jambalaya
Chicken Chimichanga
Deli Bar

The Far Side

ACROSS
1. Deadly
6. Major or Minor
10. — smashing
14. Snap plant
15. Baseball team
17. Reader’s card
19. Stone & Iron
20. Become clogged
22. Gather
24. Hold
25. Heartbeat
27. In a likely manner
29. Of great range
33. Pedestal figure
34. Understand
35. St. — fire
36. Biblia
37. Position
40. Drive
41. Hit hard
42. Maneuvers
43. Economicize
44. Chewed
45. Stiffened
46. Dulcimer
47. Lampreys
48. Gras
49. Salad plant
50. Begged like
51. Fried like
52. Arises
53. Tried for
54. Biblical verb
55. Cupid
56. Films’ Burstyn
57. Flat hill
58. Lone
59. Sort
60. Quaker
61. Maxwell or Wilhelm’s Agts.
62. Definitions
63. Flat hill
64. Stupid one
65. Unyielded
66. Disparagement
67. Burden
68. Films’ Burstin
69. Sort
70. Agts.
71. Wilhelm’s exile town
72. Some doctors
73. Guinness
74. Gets wiser
75. Ready or Tatum
76. Sloppy
77. Cans
78. Ravioli e.g.
79. Maneuver
80. Wisdom
81. Starting
82. Certain paint
83. Not
84. Literary collection
85. Makes more sense
86. Ryan or Tatum
87. East
88. East
89. East
90. East
91. East
92. East
93. East
94. East
95. East
96. East
97. East
98. East
99. East
100. East

DOWN
1. A Domino
2. Amo.
3. Some doctors
4. Guinness
5. Get wiser
6. Consolatives
7. Frames
8. Pretty
9. Fleurist
10. Hill hard
11. 55 Cupid
12. 57 Mallet game
13. 58 Lone
14. 58 Addict
15. 60 Quaker
16. 62 Excit

17. Some doctors
18. Guinness
19. Get wiser
20. Consolatives
21. Frames
22. Pretty
23. Fleurist
24. Hill hard
25. 55 Cupid
26. 57 Mallet game
27. 58 Lone
28. 58 Addict
29. 60 Quaker
30. 62 Excit
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Sub presents Phantasm
8:00 & 10:00 pm
$2.00
Wednesday and Thursday
Cushing Auditorium
Sports

Seniors storm out in 100-71 win over Cowboys

Voce, Rivers lead in farewell game

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

Hardin-Simmons probably thought it left all the cyclones home at Abilene, Texas. Then the Cowboys came to South Bend and found a tornado.

Notre Dame raged like a summer storm with all the appropriate lightening in blowing past Hardin-Simmons 160-71.

The thunder was supplied by the inside game of Gary Voce and Keith Robinson. Both scored career highs in the game—Voce with 24 and Robinson with 21. The lighting came from David Rivers, who blasted the Cowboys for 22 points—none so special as the driving jumper he hit at 6:35 for the 2,000th career point.

"We set goals to reach," Rivers, who now has 2,014 points—good for third place on the Irish career list—said of the mark. "They mean a great deal to me.

But what really got the Irish going was the play of the 6-9 Robinson and 6-Voce. Playing against a smaller Cowboy squad, the two shot a combined 21-for-29 from the floor to lead Notre Dame to a .603 shooting percentage (44-of-73) for the game.

"I knew I was able to post up and score," Robinson, who also had nine rebounds, said, "I knew I had the open shot.

"We've been trying to get that going for a couple of games," Voce said of the inside play. "We've got it going at the right time now."

The Irish got it going quickly in the first half with most of the attention on Rivers. He got his first points at the foul line with 13:48 to play in the first half. His next pair also came from the line at 12:06. Rivers first field goal came at 10:39 when he hit a jumper in the paint. The next four trips down the court, the crowd roared for him to shoot. When he hit the shot that put him in the 2,000-point club, the fans went crazy.

Meanwhilke Voce and Robinson were working the boards and hitting inside. The Irish and eight points off the offensive glass in the first half and led 47-31 after the break.

Notre Dame exploded out of the blocks in the second half, going on a 12-4 tear and hitting their first eight shots. Robinson hit two in the stretch, a jumper from the free throw line and an inside feed from his teammate.

Voce was hitting from outside and inside. He had the hook shot going as well as the outside jumper, scoring six of eight Notre Dame points at one stretch.

"I think we palyed very, very well for our last home game," Irish head coach Digger Phelps said as his team rose to 19-8.

"We were in a positive state of mind, and I think we've been playing our best this week. I think what we're trying to do is get the ball inside to people that can form the inside game for us and I think that's what we're doing.

"For us, it's win number 19, and hopefully Sunday it'll be 20 and then on to the NCAA bid. I hope the kids smell it's out there."

By OLIVER FORSTER / Brian MacDonald

Fencers qualify for NCAAs

By CHRIS FILLIO
Sports Writer

Optimism is running high these days around the Notre Dame fencing circuits. Following solid performances by both the men's and women's teams at this past weekend's NCAA Midwest Regionals, the Irish will now begin two weeks of training for the NCAA championships upcoming later this month in Princeton, N.J.

"It might be said that things went even better than I expected," said Irish coach Michael DeCicco.

Nevertheless, DeCicco entered the Midwest Regional slightly concerned over the fact that a small number of spots were allocated by the NCAA for qualifiers from the Midwest. Only six positions are designated in the men's epee and sabre weapons while foil will have seven qualifiers from the Midwest region. The women are even more hard pressed, fighting for only four spots among five qualifying spots.

Notre Dame's fencers proved themselves to have more than just the luck of the Irish in qualifying seven fencers for the nationals. In both the men's epee and sabre divisions, the entire field of Midwest fencers were essentially fighting for only four spots since two positions in each weapon had already been claimed by previously named qualifiers.

Freshman Lesek Nowosielski was the sole Irish fencer to enjoy the weekend off after being named an NCAA qualifier earlier this week.

Junior Anne Barreda set the tone for the Irish women in winning the women's foil with a 12-1 mark. She will most likely enter the NCAA championships as the number one Midwest qualifier since she earned her best performance this past weekend.

Senior captain Molly Sullivan claimed the top spot in the women's epee, finishing third in her first appearance following European competition. Junior Kristin Kraklick received an alternate position in placing seventh overall Irish junior Brenda Leiser just missed placing in the top ten with an eleventh-place finish.

DeCicco asserted that receiving two of the five spots in women's foil was a big plus for the Irish.

"I have no fear that we have one of the top three teams in women's foil," said DeCicco.

Fencers, page 13

Stanford topples Stanfords in IH final

By CHRISTOPHER PAULISON
Sports Writer

The final episode of the men's Interhall basketball family feud aired last night, and the survey said... Stanford A-1, 62; Stanford A-2, 54.

Stanford A-2 forced last night's deciding game after swingman Chris Perousek nailed an eighteen foot buzzer shot Sunday night.

But last night, Stanford A-1 emerged the superior, jumping to a first quarter lead they never relinquished. Upset-minded Stanford A-2 closed the gap to two points behind the hot three-point shooting of Ray Flannery late in the third quarter. The fourth quarter, however, belonged sobsly to Stanford A-1. Senior guard Al Martin chipped in nine of ten from the charity stripe. Point guard Dan Niedermyer was able to overcome foul trouble, adding nine points to his game-high total of twenty-five in this final period.

Niedermyer, a key member on last year's Stanford team that dropped both games in the championship, explained why the crown would not slip away this time.

"We expected them to come out in a man-to-man defense Sunday. Flustered by their zone set-up, we forced shots we should not have attempted. Tonight we demonstrated a more patient offense, and fortunately those few mistakes began falling."

Niedermyer was joined in double-digit scoring by Martin, who finished with thirteen. Martin's total is most impressive, as his entire tally came from the free-throw line. Stanford A-1's frontcourt also contributed a solid performance. Senior Bill Sullivan and sophomore John Wassil controlled the boards at both ends of the court.

Stanford A-2 provided excellent backcourt offense fueled by sharpshooter Ray Flannery's twenty-two points and junior John Schindler's ten point contribution.

Although the championship will remain in the hands of Stanford A-1 for at least a year, these two teams will undoubtedly meet in numerous rematches either at the Rock or the courts at Stipan.

Irish tennis slams MU, falls to Ohio State

By GEORGE TRAVERS
Sports Writer

It was an up and down weekend for the Notre Dame men's tennis team. The Irish concluded a thirteen-match homestand by defeating Marquette 9-0, but then lost to the Buckeyes of Ohio State 7-2. George Travers details the last matches of a long homestand below.

The Buckeyes are one of the top tennis teams in the country and came to Notre Dame heavy favorites. The Irish were unable to pull off the upset. Ohio State won 7-2, although many of the matches went three sets.

In the single, only the Irish winners were Kalbasa and Wenger. Captain Dan Walls said his season-long winning streak vanished as he lost to OH Hartwig 3-6, 6-4. Sophomore Mike Wallace lost to OSU's Steve Miguel 6-3, 6-3. Dave Reiter and

see TENNIS, page 11

see NCAA, page 11

Brian Kalbasa and the Irish men's tennis team shut out the Marquette Warriors 9-0 in their weekend action, then lost to the Buckeyes of Ohio State 7-2. George Travers details the last matches of a long homestand below.
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By GEORGE TRAVERS
Sports Writer

It was an up and down weekend for the Notre Dame men's tennis team. The Irish concluded a thirteen-match homestand by defeating Marquette 9-0, but then lost to the Buckeyes of Ohio State 7-2. George Travers details the last matches of a long homestand below.

The next four trips down the road were the Buckeyes' annual trip to the Midwest. The Buckeyes are one of the top tennis teams in the country and came to Notre Dame heavy favorites. The Irish were unable to pull off the upset. Ohio State won 7-2, although many of the matches went three sets.

In the single, only the Irish winners were Kalbasa and Wenger. Captain Dan Walls said his season-long winning streak vanished as he lost to OH Hartwig 3-6, 6-4. Sophomore Mike Wallace lost to OSU's Steve Miguel 6-3, 6-3. Dave Reiter and